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Abstract— As the number of available Web pages grows; it is
become more difficult for users finding documents relevant to
their interests. Clustering is the classification of a data set into
subsets (clusters), so that the data in each subset (ideally) share
some common trait - often proximity according to some defined
distance measure. Because of the short lengths of queries,
approaches based on keywords are not suitable for document
clustering. This paper describes a new Web Document
Clustering method that makes use of user logs which allow
identifying the documents the users have selected for a query.
The similarity between two queries may be deduced from the
common documents the users selected for them. This research
paper show that a combination of both content based and
session based clustering [1] is better than using either method
alone. The clustered documents are arranged based on
V-Ranking. In this research work, it has been proposed to
display the result in visual mode of semantic search engine
using V (Visual) - Ranking algorithm and bookshelf data
structure. This paper proposes a semantic web search results in
visualize web graphs, representations of web structure overlaid
with information and pattern tiers by providing the viewer with
a qualitative understanding of the information contents.
Index Terms— Book Shelf Data Structure, Content based
Clustering,
Session
Based
clustering,
Visualization,
(Visual)-Ranking.

I. INTRODUCTION
Content based clustering affect the precision of the search
engines. In many cases, the answers returned by search
engines are not relevant to the user’s information need,
although they do contain the same keywords as the query.
These new systems try to “understand” the user’s question i.e.
it should understand the sense of human beings in order to
suggest similar questions that other people have asked and
for which the system has the correct answers.
This research paper proposes a new approach to query
clustering based on user login entry i.e. session based
clustering. If user clicked on the same documents for
different queries, then these queries are similar. If a set of
documents is often selected for the same queries, then the
terms in these documents are; to some extent, related to the
terms of the queries. This study demonstrates the usefulness
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for a search engine, of session based clustering.
In this paper it is proposed a clustering based approach to
support the comprehension of web applications. The
approach is based on a clustering process that first computes
the dissimilarity between the web pages using Latent
Semantic Indexing, a well known information retrieval
technique, and then group’s similar pages. To automate the
clustering process a prototype has been also implemented.
The results obtained by applying the different clustering
algorithms on the static pages of three web applications
developed using JSP technology.
Documents clustered based on both content based and
session based clustering are ordered based on V-Ranking. It
is named so because the ordered documents are arranged in
the shelf of book shelf data structure.Finallly the web search
result is executed in visual mode. So, the ranking algorithm is
named as visual ranking.
The main focus of this paper is the processing of the
results coming from an information retrieval system.
Although the relevance depends on the results quality, the
effectiveness of the results processing represents an
alternative way to improve the relevance for the user. Given
the current expectations this processing is composed by an
organization step and a visualization step. Then the proposed
approach organizes the results according to their meaning
using a Bookshelf Data Structure, and visualizes [2] them in a
3D scene to increase the representation space. This paper
deals with the processing of query results. This processing,
still neglected in some information retrieval systems, is
becoming more and more important and essential. The two
main points to reach this goal are a good document
organization and an effective visualization. Concerning
these two aspects, the main directions of this paper are a
Clustering method and a 3D visualization.

II. REVIEW OF WORK RELATED TO DOCUMENT CLUSTERING
The first group of related clustering approaches is certainly
those that cluster documents using the keywords they contain.
In these approaches, in general, a document is represented as
a vector in a vector space formed by all the keywords [3]. As
to clustering algorithms, there have been mainly two groups:
hierarchical
and
non-hierarchical.
Hierarchical
agglomerative clustering (HAC) algorithm and k-means are
representatives of the two groups [4]. Special attention is
paid to such words in question answering (QA) [5] [6], where
they are used as prominent indicators of question type.
Because of the limitations of keywords, people have been
looking for additional criteria for document clustering. One
of them is the hyperlinks between documents.
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The calculation of phrase-based similarity is similar to noun
phrase recognizer based on syntactic rules and statistics
[11][12]. Another way is to use a phrase dictionary. In
Encarta, there is such a dictionary, containing a large number
of phrases and proper nouns that appear in Encarta
documents. In the future, it will be supplemented by an
automatic phrase recognizer based on activity syntactic and
statistical analysis.

The hypothesis is that hyperlinks connect similar
documents. This idea has been used in some early studies in
IR[7][8].More
recent
examples
are
Google
(http://www.google.com) and the authority/hub calculation
of Kleinberg [9]. Relevance feedback in IR is a typical
exploitation of cross-references. It is typically used to
reformulate the user’s query [3]. It is also suggested that
relevance feedback may be used as follows: if two documents
are judged relevant to the same query, then there are reasons
to believe that these documents talk about the same topic, and
therefore can be included in the same cluster.

Query
Sessions

III. DOCUMENT CLUSTERING

Preprocessor

Document Clustering is a process used to discover
frequently asked questions or most popular topics on a search
engine. This process is crucial for search engines based on
question-answering. Because of the short lengths of queries,
approaches based on keywords are not suitable for query
clustering. This paper proposes session based clustering that
makes use of user login entry which allows the search engine
to identify the documents the users have selected for a query
as in Fig. 1.

Clustering

Clusters
Figure 1. Flow chart of the clustering process

B. Session-based query clustering
Session-based query clustering is a strategy, which
employs the evidences in query sessions to deduce and detect
users’ search intentions. Many search engines have
accumulated a large amount of web query logs, from which
one can find out what the query is, and the web pages the user
has selected to browse. Typically, a query session is made up
of the query and the subsequent activities the user performed,
which can be extracted from query logs.
Let D(a) and D(b) be the set of documents the system
presents to the user as search results for the queries a and b
respectively. The document set that users clicked on for the
queries a and b may be seen as follows:

where c (.) is the number of the keywords in a query, c (a, b)
is the number of common keywords in two queries.
If query terms are weighted, the cosine similarity [3] can
be used instead:

similarityw_content(a,b)

D-C (a) = {da1, da2, ….. , dai} ⊆ D (a)
D-C (b) = {db1, db2, ….. ,dbj} ⊆ D (b)

dwi(a)×dwi(b)

i=1
m
i=1

w i2 (a)×

n
i=1

Query Based
Clustering
Session Based
Clustering

A. Content based clustering:
If two queries contain the same or similar terms, they
denote the same or similar information needs. Obviously, the
longer the queries, content based clustering is more reliable.
However, as queries are short, this principle alone is not
sufficient.
Keywords are all words, except function words included in
a stop-list. All the keywords are stemmed using the Porter
algorithm [10]. The keyword-based similarity function is
defined as follows:
C ( a , b)
similarity content(a,b) =
Max(c(a), c(b))

k

Stemming
Stop words removal
Phrase recognition
Synonym label

w i2 (b)

where dwi(a) and dwi(b) are the weights of the i-th common
keyword in the query a, and b respectively and wi(a) and wi(b)
are the weights of the i-th keywords in the query a and b
respectively. tf * idf is used for keyword weighting. The
above measures can easily be extended to phrases. Since
phrases are a more precise representation of meaning than a
single word, the user can obtain a more accurate calculation
of query similarity. For example, the two queries “operating
systems” and “Unix” are very close queries. Their similarity
is 0.33 on the basis of keywords. If the user recognizes
“Operating Systems” as a phrase and takes it as a single term,
the similarity between these two queries is increased to 0.5.
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Similarity based on session based follows the following
≠φ ,
principle. If D_C (a) ∩ D_ C (b) = {dab1, dab2, …., dabk}
then documents dab1, dab2, …. ,dabk represent the common
topics of queries a and b. Therefore, a similarity between the
queries a and b is determined by D_C (a) ∩ D_C (b).
Similarity through Document Hierarchy:
Let F (di, d j) denote the lowest common parent node for
documents di and d j , L(x) the level of node x, L_ Tot the
total levels in the hierarchy . The conceptual similarity
between two documents is defined as follows:
s(di,dj)=

L(F(di,dj))-1
L_Tot-1

Let di(1 ≤ i ≤ m) and dj (1 ≤ j ≤ n) be the clicked
documents for queries a and b respectively, and nd(a) and
nd(b) the number of document clicks for each query. The
hierarchy-based similarity is defined as follows:
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⎛m
n
⎜ ( maxj=1s(di,dj) )
1 ⎜∑
i=1
similarity session_based(a,b)= ?
2 ⎜
nd(a)
⎜
⎝

n

represents the probability of a random walk over the graph
ending on node i, at a sufficiently large time. Let G be a graph
with N vertices v1, . . . , vn and di be the outdegree of node i;
let M be a N×N transition probability matrix, whereMji =1/di
if a link from i to j exists, and zero otherwise. Then, the
calculation of the Page Rank vector Pr over G is equivalent to
resolving Equation P=cMPr+(1-c)v, v is a N × 1 vector
whose elements are 1/N and c is the so called damping factor,
a scalar value between 0 and 1.The damping factor, usually
set in the [0.85..0.95] range, models the way in which these
two terms are combined at each step. Directed graph
representing web of 6 pages is shown in fig.3

⎞
s(di,dj) ) ⎟
⎟
⎟
nd(b)
⎟
⎠

∑( max
j=1

m
i=1

C. Combined Measures
Content-based and Session-based document clustering
should be defined to take advantage of both strategies. A
simple way to do this is to combine both measures linearly, as
follows:
similarity=α *similaritycontent-based+β * similaritysession-based

1

IV. BOOKSHELF DATA STRUCTURE

3

Bookshelf data structure [13] as in Fig. 2 has been
introduced for community formation, which stores the
inverse indices of the WebPages. This data structure is
formed by combining a matrix and list with dynamically
allocated memory. This is an extended data structure of hash
table and bi-partite core [5], which is used to store base
domain and sub-domain indices of various communities. A
recent study [5] shows that 81.7%of users will try a new
search if they are not satisfied with the listings they find
within the first 3 pages of results. However it would be too
restrictive to only consider the first 30 results (10 results per
page). Indeed this study has been done on search engines
with linear results visualization (ordered lists) and users may
want to see more results on visualizations like web graphs
[14].

6

Figure 3. Directed graph representing web of 6 pages

For clustering the initial preference or boundary, condition
should be specified, Hubbell's interest is clique detection, an
early study of spectral graph clustering [15].The index r
represents the relationships between input and output of
goods in each industry.r=i+r m,Where i is a initial preference
or boundary condition.
The pseudo code of V-Ranking algorithm for effective
web search results based on Java Language [16] using the
packages util (HashMap , Iterator, List , Map) and Jama
(Matrix) is described below.

Sub –Domain Sets

Main Domain Bookshelf Sets

V- Ranking
Initialize Damping Factor as 0.85
Assign List params = new ArrayList();
begin
Ranking ranking = new Ranking();
Print ranking.rank("C");
end

MBS

MBS

5
4

MBS
1

MBS

2

/*To Solve the equation of ax=b, a is the generated
matrix. X is the page ranks matrix. b is a n*1 matrixwhich all
the values are equal to the damping factor. */

MBS
Figure 2. Bookshelf Data structure

V. V-RANKING
The celebrated PageRank algorithm (Brin and Page, 1998)
is a method for ranking the vertices in a graph according to
their relative structural importance. The main idea of
PageRank is that whenever a link from vi to vj exists in a
graph, activity vote from node i to node j is produced, and
hence the rank of node j increases. Besides, the strength of
the vote from i to j also depends on the rank of node i: the
more important node i is, the more strength its votes will have.
Alternatively, PageRank can also be viewed as the result of a
random walk process, where the final rank of node i
465

Rank(String pageId)
begin
generateParamList(pageId);
Matrix a = new Matrix (generateMatrix());
Initialize parameter size to array B;
Repeat for i = 0 and i < params.size()
Assign arrB[i][0] = 1 - Damping_Factor
end
Matrix b = new Matrix (arrB) // To get the page rank
Begin
Initialize Matrix x = a.solve (b)
Initialize index and count value as zero
Iterate till param=null
Check current referencePage with next related page
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structure for effective and easy information retrieval. The
clustered documents are ranked using V (Visual) Ranking
algorithm and the final result is displayed in visual mode. To
automate the identification of groups of similar pages, the
approach has been implemented in a Java prototype. This
paper proposes an effective method for organizing and
visualizing web search results.

If current page equals pageid then
Assign count value to index
Increment count value
Return value
end
/* To returns list of the related pages */
generateParamList(pageId)
if parameter value ! = pageId
then add pageId
String[] inc = getInboundLinks(pageId)
// Get list of the inbound pages
// Add the inbound links to the params list and do same for
inbound links
for (int i = 0; i < inc.length; i++)
begin
if parameter value ! in inbound range then
generateParamList(inc[i])
end
// Return list of the inbound links to a given page.

Figure 4.Web graph simulated result of search engine results

getInboundLinks(String pageId) //This simulates a simple
page collection
begin
assign map value to new HashMap()
map the web pages ‘A’,’B’,C’
return map(pageId)
end
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